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FORMAL OUTLINE STRUCTURE

Just as a formal collegiate essay breaks down into three sections (e.g. introduction, body, and summary), so does the formal outline:

INTRODUCTORY PARAGRAPH -- Setting up the Essay

I. The **HOOK** – an example or illustration of the core idea of this essay’s Thesis Assertion using an analogous situation or circumstance that will allow the reader to better understand essay’s controlling idea
   A. *Reference Sentence* – Author, Source Article Title, and Brief Summary of Main Ideas
   B. **THESIS STATEMENT** – *Assertion* and *Topics of Support*
   C. Explanation of salience of Supporting Topic #1
   D. Explanation of salience of Supporting Topic #2
   E. Explanation of salience of Supporting Topic #3
   F. Transition sentence – Moving into Substantiating and Validating Assertion

BODY – Developing, Substantiating, and Validating Thesis Assertion

II. **Topic Sentence #1** – Comprehensive Overview of First Topic of Support and how it will be developed in the first paragraph of the BODY
   A. Set up and citing of source article quotation related to Supporting Topic #1
   B. Explanation and Interpretation of source article quotation
   C. Response to idea(s) in the source article quotation
   D. Set up quote/paraphrase from First Major Example/Evidence (Identify/Qualify)
   E. Cite First Major Evidence (Quote/Paraphrase)
   F. Explain First Major Evidence (Quote/Paraphrase)
   G. Respond to First Major Evidence (Quote/Paraphrase)
   H. Set up quote/paraphrase from Second Major Example/Evidence (Identify/Qualify)
   I. Cite Second Major Evidence (Quote/Paraphrase)
   J. Explain Second Major Evidence (Quote/Paraphrase)
   K. Respond to Second Major Evidence (Quote/Paraphrase)
   L. Set up quote/paraphrase from Third Major Example/Evidence (Identify/Qualify)
   M. Cite Third Major Evidence (Quote/Paraphrase)
   N. Explain Third Major Evidence (Quote/Paraphrase)
   O. Respond to Third Major Evidence (Quote/Paraphrase)
   P. Transition sentence – Moving into Topic Sentence #2
III. **Topic Sentence #2** – Comprehensive Overview of Second Topic of Support and how it will be developed in the first paragraph of the BODY

A. Set up and citing of source article quotation related to Supporting Topic #2  
B. Explanation and Interpretation of source article quotation  
C. Response to idea(s) in the source article quotation  
D. Set up quote/paraphrase from First Major Example/Evidence (Identify/Qualify)  
E. Cite First Major Evidence (Quote/Paraphrase)  
F. Explain First Major Evidence (Quote/Paraphrase)  
G. Respond to First Major Evidence (Quote/Paraphrase)  
H. Set up quote/paraphrase from Second Major Example/Evidence (Identify/Qualify)  
I. Cite Second Major Evidence (Quote/Paraphrase)  
J. Explain Second Major Evidence (Quote/Paraphrase)  
K. Respond to Second Major Evidence (Quote/Paraphrase)  
L. Set up quote/paraphrase from Third Major Example/Evidence (Identify/Qualify)  
M. Cite Third Major Evidence (Quote/Paraphrase)  
N. Explain Third Major Evidence (Quote/Paraphrase)  
O. Respond to Third Major Evidence (Quote/Paraphrase)  
P. Transition sentence – Moving into Topic Sentence #3

IV. **Topic Sentence #3** – Comprehensive Overview of Third Topic of Support and how it will be developed in the first paragraph of the BODY

A. Set up and citing of source article quotation related to Supporting Topic #3  
B. Explanation and Interpretation of source article quotation  
C. Response to idea(s) in the source article quotation  
D. Set up quote/paraphrase from First Major Example/Evidence (Identify/Qualify)  
E. Cite First Major Evidence (Quote/Paraphrase)  
F. Explain First Major Evidence (Quote/Paraphrase)  
G. Respond to First Major Evidence (Quote/Paraphrase)  
H. Set up quote/paraphrase from Second Major Example/Evidence (Identify/Qualify)  
I. Cite Second Major Evidence (Quote/Paraphrase)  
J. Explain Second Major Evidence (Quote/Paraphrase)  
K. Respond to Second Major Evidence (Quote/Paraphrase)  
L. Set up quote/paraphrase from Third Major Example/Evidence (Identify/Qualify)  
M. Cite Third Major Evidence (Quote/Paraphrase)  
N. Explain Third Major Evidence (Quote/Paraphrase)  
O. Respond to Third Major Evidence (Quote/Paraphrase)  
P. Transition sentence – Moving into Summary
SUMMARY – Reviewing Best Evidence and Successfully Resolving Essay

V.  *Topic Sentence #4* – Overview of how Evidence Substantiates and Validates Assertion
   A. Review of the first most salient substantiating evidence
   B. Review of the second most salient substantiating evidence
   C. Review of the third most salient substantiating evidence
   D. Review of the fourth most salient substantiating evidence
   E. **SYNTHESIS OF EVIDENCE** – what links or provides common bond for the best evidence and leads to the validation of the Thesis Claim
   F. **CONCLUSION** – In light of substantiating evidence, what can be reasonably, rationally, and logically concluded about the Thesis Claim
   G. **TAG** – return to analogous example in Hook – how or what impact does Conclusion have on opening illustration (Would it confirm or alter example)
   H. **“PARTING SHOT” LAST SENTENCE** – Application for larger setting – a strong prediction, forecast, projection or observation

**NOTE:** Follow this structure exactly. Every paragraph must be written in the THIRD PERSON voice. It must be printed in Arial 12 pt. black ink AND each paragraph must have a minimum of fifteen sentences.